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Nowadays it is impossible to imagine a business without technology as most industries are becoming "smarter" and more
tech-driven, ranging from small individual tech initiatives to complete business models with intertwined supply chains and
"platform"-based business models. New ways of working, such as agile and DevOps, have been introduced, leading to
new risks. These risks come in the form of new challenges for teams working together in a distributed manner, privacy
concerns, human autonomy, and cybersecurity concerns. Technology is now integrated into the business discipline and
is here to stay leading to the need for a thorough understanding of how to address these risks and all the potential
problems that could arise. With the advent of organized crime, such as hacks and denial-of-service attacks, all kinds of
malicious actors are infiltrating the digital society in new and unique ways. Systems with poor design, implementation,
and configurations are easily taken advantage of. When it comes to integrating business and technology, there needs to
be approaches for assuring security against risks that can threaten both businesses and their digital platforms. Strategic
Approaches to Digital Platform Security Assurance offers comprehensive design science research approaches to
extensively examine risks in digital platforms and offer pragmatic solutions to these concerns and challenges. This book
addresses significant problems when transforming an organization embracing API-based platform models, the use of
DevOps teams, and issues in technological architectures. Each section will examine the status quo for business
technologies, the current challenges, and core success factors and approaches that have been used. This book is ideal
for security analysts, software engineers, computer engineers, executives, managers, IT consultants, business
professionals, researchers, academicians, and students who want to gain insight and deeper knowledge of security in
digital platforms and gain insight into the most important success factors and approaches utilized by businesses.
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Offshore use of the renminbi expanded rapidly in Hong Kong SAR as China sought to develop an international role for its currency
while maintaining capital controls. This prompts two questions addressed in this paper: How far advanced is renminbi
internationalization? And, what role does Chinese capital account liberalization play? The first is addressed by testing the extent of
integration of offshore and onshore markets for the renminbi using a Threshold Autoregression (TAR) model and finds that there
are substantial unexploited arbitrage opportunities. A VAR model is used to indentify factors contributing to this limited market
integration and finds that capital controls and shifts in global market sentiment explain much of the divergence in onshore and
offshore renminbi exchange rates. To address the second question, the paper shows how capital account measures have been
used to promote offshore use of the renminbi more actively in the wake of the global financial crisis, but that this was done
asymmetrically with controls on inflows eased to a greater extent than on outflows. It concludes that a more balanced liberalization
process will sustain progress in renminbi internationalization.
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Traditional Chinese edition of Drive: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us by Daniel Pink. Challenges the fact
that humans are motivated by hope of gain and loss of fear, citing examples that intrinsic motivation comes from the
opportunity to grow, to have some autonomy over the work that we do, and to take part in something bigger than oneself.
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